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Book Review

Libby and Pearl: The Best of Friends

Author

Lindsey Bonnice

Illustrator
Reviewer

Beverly Jones

Rating

Excellent

Libby and Pearl: The Best of Friends is the precious story of a little girl
and her pet pig. There is a very special message in this book about
unlikely friendship. As the author says, these two are a funny pair, but
that doesn’t matter. Friends don’t have to be exactly the same or even
look alike. Friends come in all shapes and sizes. On each page of this
book, there is a colorful photograph of some of Libby and Pearl’s fun
adventures. Life is always more fun with a friend!
This book is a precious reminder to slow down, enjoy your blessings,
and experience the joy in life. It was written by Lindsey Bonnice and it
was inspired by her very own life and her daughter, Libby. Libby and
Pearl are such an adventurous and joyful pair. This book will brighten
up the day of all who read it. The colors in the book are eye-catching
and cheerful and the photographs are adorable. What could be
cuter than a tiny pig and a sweet smiling little girl? Readers will find
happiness in this delightful story.
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